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Abstract 
Systems Complexity is driven by more connectivity among constituents and increased environmental uncertainties. Modularity is a system’s 
mechanism to manage complexity in the presence of environmental heterogeneities. Here, a general design decision framework for modularity 
and fractionation in complex systems is presented. This framework incorporates spatial and temporal heterogeneity of the environment, 
adaptability of the system and costs associated with modularity. It is argued that as the space-time heterogeneity of the environment increases, 
higher levels of modularity are needed. To determine the optimal level of complexity in a modular design, a four-level modularity pyramid is 
introduced. This pyramid takes into account functional and physical dimensions of modularity and allows for resource sharing to enables 
dynamic modularity. Moving up from each level is quantified by an M+ operation that calculates the net value of increased modularity for each 
sub-system.  
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, studying complexity in systems has gained a substantial momentum in a wide range of disciplines 
and applications. While studying systems complexity during 90s was essentially a scientific effort- based on the 
assumption that many systems, when brought to certain level of abstraction, exhibit similar characteristics, 
independent of their specific domain and studying these common characteristics can increase our understanding of 
structural and functional features of such systems-, the new surge of in the interest has a substantial engineering 
component into it: there is a general belief that the “complexity” of many existing man-made systems such as 
national healthcare or financial systems, has increased to such levels that adversely affect their efficiency [1][2] . 
The notion that many systems are now “too complex” is a key reason why studying complexity has become central 
in systems engineering. 
 
To address the engineering line of interest, understanding the nature of complexity and developing quantifiable 
measures is crucial, yet not sufficient. One also needs to address certain range of questions with essential 
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engineering nature regarding managing system’s complexity. While the focus of scientific literature has been on the 
former set of questions, little research has been made on the latter set – i.e systems’ complexity management. Note 
that we emphasize the notion of complexity management rather than complexity reduction, a process that sometimes 
is incorrectly recognized as the engineering goal of studying systems complexity. As we argue in this paper, 
increased complexity, up to an optimal level, serves a purpose to adjust the level of flexibility and stability in the 
overall system. Managing complexity is essentially providing mechanisms that keep the complexity of the system at 
an optimal level to match with an external complexity level, dictated by characteristics of the environment in which 
the system needs to operate. Therefore, a research in complexity management needs to answer a series of questions: 
What are the key drivers of increased complexity in systems, as a function of their environments? What level of 
system’s complexity is optimal, given a certain profile of the environment? What are the dependencies of this 
optimal system’s complexity with respect to aggregate systems parameters? And finally, what are the key 
mechanisms to adaptively keep the overall complexity of the system, to the level determined through answering 
previous questions.  
2. Dynamic Modular Architectures and Complexity 
In one of the earliest and most significant studies on complex systems, Herbert Simon suggested nested modularity 
as a common characteristic of complex systems[3]. Simon’s work, together with numerous other research that 
followed, argue that complexity and modularity are closely linked, implying that those mechanisms who can explain 
the direction of nested modularity in evolving systems, can also provide us with valuable insights into drivers of 
complexity in these system. Recently, there have been some studies showing that in highly complex biological 
systems such as human brain, spontaneous dynamic forms of modularity exist, suggesting dynamic modular 
formation can be more useful than static nested modularity in complex systems which face constant changes in the 
environment [4] .  
 
Recently authors have constructed a theoretical framework that formulates modularity as an emergent characteristic 
of complex evolving systems that rises in networks with limited Resource Processing capacity (RPC) and in the 
presence of heterogeneity in the environment with which internal nodes are interacting [5]. The model based on this 
theory argues that modularity emerges as an internal response of a complex system to maximize the adaptability of 
the system to changing environment, while keeping the system within regions of stability. Optimal complexity, as a 
result, is where the weighted product of adaptability and stability is maximized. This model that is computationally 
verified, shows that the level of emergent modularity of a system is a function of three major factors: Aggregate 
heterogeneity of the environment that different system nodes are interacting with; Transaction-cost of resource 
exchange among system nodes; and inversely related to internal resource processing capacity of nodes. This 
suggests that for a given environment profile, fixed processing capacity and transaction-cost, optimal structural 
complexity of a networked system (C*) can be deducted. Architecting a system with an actual complexity level, C, 
higher than C* will degrade the overall robustness of the system by reducing the stability, forcing a “price of 
complexity” to the system, proportional to C-C*. Similarly, a value of C lower than C* compromises flexibility and 
adaptability of the system and forces a “price of simplicity”, proportional to the distance between the actual and 
optimal complexity levels. In the next section, we use the general idea of this theory to construct a systematic view 
in defining and quantifying optimal complexity of systems architectures. 
 
3. Optimal Complexity, Modularity and Environment Heterogeneity 
The increase in options heterogeneity and the consequent modularity that emerges as a result of this heterogeneity in 
the evolving systems is the direct result of non-uniform environment. The uniformity of the environment that shapes 
the modular structure of a system has both spatial as well as temporal dimensions. The spatial uniformity accounts 
for the differences that a system faces at any instance of time. Most important examples are variances among 
stakeholders and mission requirements. The temporal dimension of the environment determines the uncertainties 
that exist on environmental parameters. Examples of this are funding, technology progress and demand changes. 
 
Recently, a networked system framework has been suggested to study the modularity in systems architecture [6-7] 
to complement some of the earlier works based on real-options and performance optimization[8-9].In a networked 
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system, spatial differences are translated into different rates of resource exchange with the environment that various 
components in the system are experiencing. This difference in resource exchange creates a subsequent difference in 
the internal states of those components, leading to an overall increase in the heterogeneity index of the system.  In 
technological systems, this process takes a slightly different interpretation: First of all, the resource exchange 
between the environment and the system on the spatial dimension, takes the form of requirements related 
information. Secondly, various points in the environment, if non-uniform, in particular different stakeholders and 
required missions, impose different requirements on the system. These dimensions of difference in the spatial 
domain of the environment, shape the points of interest in the environment. For example, in a spatial environment 
where stakeholders and missions can be different, each point in the environment is characterized by a two 
dimensional vector of (SHi, Mi), creating a total of MxN points in the environment where M and N are the number 
of stakeholders and missions respectively. Third, to better conceptualize the process, it helps to think of the system 
as a series of customized options, each related to a point in the environment. The more uniform the points in the 
environment space, the more homogeneous the design points in the system space will be. The degree of 
homogeneity (heterogeneity) in the design of these design points is a direct function of the uniformity (non-
uniformity) of the environment. This is shown in figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Example of the spatial dimension of the environment and the corresponding heterogeneity used in the 
proposed modularity framework, for a system with three sub-systems, each with four alternative designs, six 
stakeholders and two possible missions. The resulting heterogeneity in the design is mapped from the subsystem and 
design domain to the stakeholder/mission domain as shown on the right.  
 
Note that each Stakeholder, mission composition has a preferred design for each component S1-S3 of the system. 
The columns in this figure present the value assigned by each stakeholder to their preferred design for each specific 
mission. This vision of a one-to-one relationship between the environment points and the system points pertains to 
the largest design search space, produces the maximum possible aggregate heterogeneity and results in the highest 
level of spatial adaptability. The aggregate heterogeneity of the system can be calculated using various measures of 
geometrical distance. 
 
The cost associated with this system is proportional to the resultant heterogeneity index. There are various 
components to the cost: Cost of interface design, search and optimization cost are two main components. The cost of 
interface design is increased if it is required to support a wider range of components. The search/optimization cost is 
also increased when the stakeholders/designers are set to customize the design from a wider range of heterogeneous 
options. Moreover, the increased range of options for customization, leads the way for more unintended 
consequences, security risks that can ultimately compromise the robustness of the whole system. As an example, the 
transformation of {S1,S2,S3,S4} to {S1,S2,S3}{S4} when the heterogeneity of S4 is the largest among the four, will 
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result in an overall reduction of the heterogeneity index of the system.  
 
The temporal aspects of environmental uniformity are usually characterized as systems uncertainties and are also a 
determining factor in decisions regarding modularity and fractionation. Here, uniformity of the environment means 
the similarity of the future state of a particular environmental factor is to its current state. Clearly, we only have a 
probabilistic estimate of this similarity. As a result, the magnitude of the estimated deviation of the environmental 
parameter is a determinant of temporal uniformity.  This deviation can be estimated by the volatility of the 
parameter. 
 
To calculate the precise transaction cost and additional adaptability value associated with each of these 
transformations, we have developed a 4-stage modularity pyramid as will be described in the next section. 

Figure 2. The proposed 4-stage modularity and fractionation pyramid and corresponding four M+ operations.  
Adaptability of the system increases as we move up on the pyramid. Each operation asses the aggregate value of 
moving up one stage on the proposed pyramid for a given system, sub-system or component.  
4. Modularity and Fractionation Pyramid and M+ Operations 
In complex fractionated systems, modularity can be identified at various levels. To classify these levels, it is 
beneficial to look at the problem from two separate dimensions: One dimension determines whether the modularity 
exist in function or component. The other dimension determines whether the module in question is in the same 
fraction that the functionality is needed or is located in other – one or more- fractions. The combination of these 
forms creates a 2x2 matrix of possibilities, each representing a level of modularity in complex fractionated systems. 
 
These 4 modularity forms are not on the same level. They each account for a certain level of complexity in the 
system and the possibility of emergence – or design – of one level, hinges on the existence of lower levels. These 
levels are shown in Figure 2, each escalating the complexity level of the system from the baseline, M0. This 
baseline, M0, describes a meshed system, a system with no modularity. At this level, every component can be 
connected to every other component and functionality is embedded in the connection where neither a functional nor 
a component related module could be identified in the system. For many engineered systems, we do not consider 
this stage because a minimum level of modularity (at least M1) already exists in the system when distinguishable 
building blocks are used. 
 
The first level, M1, is related to systems whose functionalities are separated and can be attributed to one or more 
components.  The component(s) responsible for a particular functionality are not modular. As a result the system is 
designed for a particular instance. This system, although optimal for that particular instance, creates very small 
spatial adaptability and almost zeros temporal adaptability. Moving up the modularity pyramid creates a more 
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adaptable system, but this extra adaptability comes at a cost, either because of additional cost of developing 
interfaces, or because of extra uncertainties that will be introduced to the system as a result. In the next section we 
will discuss how to evaluate the costs and benefits of each step by quantifying each M+ operation. 
 
Splitting Operation. A system at the M1 level can be converted to an M2 level modularity, using proper interfaces. 
At the M2 level, functionalities can be broken down and attributed to components like M1, but the related 
components are connected to the rest of the system via standard interfaces. These standard interfaces create new 
levels of abstractions where the components can be replaced or be upgraded without disrupting the rest of the 
system. This creates a high level of adaptability- spatial and temporal- compared to the M1 case.  This additional 
adaptability does not come without cost. The cost of the interface as well as a search/assessment cost is incurred to 
the system. Both of these cost components are proportional to the width of the range of components the interface 
supports. The allowable cost is a function of resource capacities in the system whose depletion compromises the 
robustness of the system as was described earlier. We readily see the already familiar trade off between adaptability 
and robustness that plays a pivotal role in determining that levels on the modularity pyramid the system is located. 
The difference between M1 and M2 can be understood best by comparing the computing boards of Desktop PCs and 
Smartphone. While the CPU, RAM and graphical processors of a Smartphone are each a separate entity, the system 
does not give the replacement/upgrade flexibility where these units are often replaceable and can be upgraded as 
long as the interface and the rest of the system support the new units. 
 
Fractionation Operation. While M0, M1 and M2 cover all cases of modularization for monolithic systems, two 
more levels are needed when we extend our framework to systems with more than one unit where communication 
among units is a possibility. Having more than one system where at least one component/function is at the M2 level, 
a division of labor can increase the system’s value.  At this level, M3, a component can be centralized in one (or 
more) fraction(s), creating a client-server system where a certain task can be delegated by a majority of fractions 
who lack a certain module to a fraction with a powerful version of that module. A communication channel is needed 
for pre-processed and post-processed resources between the client units and the server fraction. Commands and 
controls to handle the timing, priorities and other communication related issues can be achieved through 
autonomous consensus algorithms or be deal with using a central command unit.  
 
Resource Sharing. M3 states heterogeneity in terms of certain sub-systems across various fractions. At this level, 
the division of labor among sub-systems is static. This static case can be best illustrated by considering a case where 
a sub-system like Image processing unit, is owned by a IP server and an imaging client fraction sends the raw image 
data to the server for processing. A more dynamic situation arises when the task can be dynamically distrusted 
among various fractions that own different levels of capabilities in terms of the required functionality. The M4 level 
of modularity, functionally fractionated, produces the highest level of complexity in modular fractionated systems 
and provides the highest level of adaptability. Although M4 can also help with spatial adaptability its main 
contribution is to the temporal adaptability. Having a system modular/fractional at the M4 level makes it possible 
that in case of environmental threats, failure or reduction of a certain functionality or resource in some of the 
fractions, the system can rearrange to maintain the total value of the system at an acceptable level. 
 
Figure 3. Valuation Procedure for M+ operations to determine the modularity level of a particular subsystem. Spatial 
and Temporal environmental parameters are fed into the computational engine. The result is the net value of the 
operators as a function of various combinations of inputs. The right diagram is for the special case of M3 to M4. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper a general design decision framework to define and determine the optimal complexity based on 
modularity and fractionation in complex systems is presented. This framework incorporates spatial and temporal 
heterogeneity of the environment, adaptability of the system and various costs associated with modularity into a 
single framework. It is suggested that the systems complexity can be managed by introducing the optimal level of 
modularity in the system. This optimal level is the solution to increased adaptability and uncertainty management on 
one hand and associated cost of modularity due to interface and resource exchange costs.  It is further argued that as 
the space-time heterogeneity of the environment is increased, higher levels of modularity are needed in the systems. 
 
To quantify modularity decision space, a four-level modularity pyramid was introduced where each sub-system can 
take one of the four levels on the pyramid. This pyramid takes into account functional and physical dimensions of 
modularity and allows for resource sharing, a mechanism that enables dynamic modularity in the systems. Moving 
up from each level is quantified by an M+ operation that calculates the net value of increased modularity for each 
sub-system. 
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